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IDC OPINION 

Enterprises have moved well beyond the mechanics of data protection as the essence of their data 

availability strategy. IDC forecasts that by 2020, 60% of organizations will have articulated a digital 

transformation (DX) strategy and will be in the process of implementing it. For IT leaders, a key 

element of DX is guiding the organization from an infrastructure-centric perspective to a data-centric 

perspective that enables data as a competitive advantage in the marketplace. Further, data-centric or 

data-driven organizations are those that can consciously and effectively monetize information. 

To think of data availability merely as system uptime is to consider only a narrow, IT-centric perspective 

to the issue. Data availability also requires that data be at the right place at the right time in a format 

conducive to facilitating informed business decisions. Organizations that most quickly and completely 

"connect the dots" of disparate workload and market data are most likely to dominate their industries. 

The key question for organizational leaders, then, is this: What attributes define data-driven 

organizations? Furthermore, what tools and processes do these organizations use to achieve their 

superior results? To answer these questions, Veritas commissioned IDC to conduct an independent 

study of organizations worldwide to identify those organizations exhibiting the greatest levels of 

advancement — what we refer to as high performers — and the data management methods they use to 

drive better business outcomes. For this study, we surveyed more than 1,900 organizations with more 

than 1,000 employees. We gathered statistically valid data across all industries and worldwide 

geographies. From this survey, we identified eight key elements that differentiate high performers from 

the others. These eight elements are detailed later in this white paper, but several highlights emerged: 

▪ The ability to effectively utilize cloud computing 

▪ Investments in complete sets of data management tools 

▪ Maintaining up-to-date skill sets within the IT organization 
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Companies that were effective in these elements and the five others discussed later reported better 

alignment with business unit data requirements, better data monetization, and comprehensive data 

availability. In addition, some interesting facts emerged: 

▪ Only 19.7% of organizations believe they have the IT skills they need. 

▪ 78.1% of organizations are planning "moderate" or "significant" investments in enterprise data 

management (EDM) over the next three years. 

▪ 80% of organizations are failing to meet cloud data recovery service-level agreements (SLAs). 

From this research, we learned that approximately 80% of organizations believe that they have some 

gaps to fill before becoming truly data driven. However, we believe that organizations can quickly elevate 

themselves into the high performer category by focusing on the key traits identified in this study. 

METHODOLOGY 

The research contained in this document is the product of an extensive project conducted by IDC and 

commissioned by Veritas. It was a survey of senior IT leaders worldwide with more than 1,900 respondents. 

Our survey contains statistically relevant samples by geography and industry for organizations with more 

than 1,000 employees. After gathering the data, we applied analytics to correlate attributes described by 

respondents with business outcomes. We found 11 different attributes commonly associated with business 

outcomes, eight of which were deemed most significant. This analysis allowed us to divide respondents into 

quartiles: high performers, low high performers, low middle performers, and low performers. In addition to 

identifying key attributes, we were also able to develop a model with which organizations can rate 

themselves and learn where they have particular strengths and areas for improvement. 

IN THIS WHITE PAPER 

This white paper describes findings from our research into effective enterprise data management and 

how organizational leaders can use the information to their advantage. It is designed not only for the 

CIO, the CTO, and other senior IT leaders but also to help bridge the conversation between these 

individuals and business unit leaders to enhance collaboration during digital transformation activities. 

SITUATION OVERVIEW 

Enterprise data management is a broadly applied IT industry term that often takes on the relevance of 

its context. For the purposes of this study, IDC defines EDM as "the processes and technology used to 

achieve data protection, data availability, data access/retrieval, data recovery, and data reuse for 

business workloads and analytics." The definition is important because the term may have different 

connotation specific to relational databases when used in that context. Within our context, however, 

EDM is a fundamental component of digital transformation. Indeed, it would be difficult to achieve a DX 

goal without an enterprise data management discipline in place. 

Our research effort for this study began with this simple hypothesis: Effective enterprise data 

management leads to better business outcomes. In a worldwide economy that is heavily information 

based, having a better product is not enough. Moreover, an information-based economy does not 

mean high-tech products per se but the ability to meld any product or service, regardless of how 

traditional or seemingly nontechnical, with the information of its environment. Data-driven disciplines 

can literally apply to any product, industry, or organization. 
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To find the correlation between activities and outcomes, we focused our analytical efforts on five steps 

for the survey: 

1. Score each question based on a four-point maturity scale. 

2. Statistically correlate the maturity scores with business outcomes. 

3. Select the elements with the highest statistical correlation. 

4. Run maturity histograms for the most relevant questions. 

5. Identify natural cutoffs for each performance quartile. 

From this analysis, we were able to identify 11 statistically significant elements, eight of which seemed 

most determinant. These include the three pillars of information technology: people, process, and 

technology. It is essential that organizational leaders consider all three pillars when embarking upon 

EDM projects. Technology facilitates data access, availability, and analytics; processes allow 

organizations to move data through the organization on a timely basis; and people with the right skills 

convert the data into usable information. 

Because of the pace of technological change, human skills are often the most fragile of these 

elements. Skills that meet today's needs can quickly become out of date without vigilance and due 

care. Over time, technology supplants discrete human skills, allowing humans to move forward with 

higher-value tasks. For managers, this means coordinating the constant flow of new technology with 

skill evolution for their staff. 

From a statistical perspective, our survey also yielded a number of interesting data points, some of 

which are alarming. These fall into four categories that are discussed in the sections that follow. 

Permanent Data Loss 

▪ 27.5% of organizations admitted to at least one permanent data loss event within the past 

three years. 

▪ The consequences of this data loss included productivity loss (45.3%), monetary loss (40.2%), 

lost business/revenue opportunities (38.4%), and organizational reputation damage (36%). 

Data Availability Outages 

▪ 36.1% of organizations have suffered a data availability outage sufficient to impact business 

operations within the past three years. 

▪ 85% of organizations do not know their cost of downtime, meaning they cannot quantify its 

impact on the organization. 

Looming Cost of Compliance Failure 

▪ 26.1% of organizations have experienced a compliance failure or event within the past three 

years because of inadequate data retention, protection, or accessibility. 

▪ 70% of organizations believe they may not meet the deadline for compliance with Europe's GDPR. 

Cloud Data Management Deficiencies 

▪ 80% of organizations miss their cloud data recovery SLA at least some of the time. 

▪ Cloud data management complicates operations because of data classification requirements 

(38.3%), data retention requirements (37.7%), the cost of backup and restore (34.8%), and 

meeting regulatory requirements (30.3%). 
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FUTURE OUTLOOK 

The results of our research found eight key elements that differentiate high-performing organizations 

from the rest of the field. Table 1 summarizes the key differences between high-performing,  

data-driven organizations and lower-performing organizations. Each differentiator is discussed in the 

sections that follow. 

TABLE 1 

Comparison of Higher Performers with Lower Performers 

 

Source: IDC, 2018 

 

Key Differentiator #1: High Performers Make Better Use of the Cloud 

Our research has found that many organizations are reluctant to move significant workloads into the 

public cloud. This reluctance most often stems from concerns over security and privacy, although 

some IT managers are also concerned about ingress/egress costs and cloud vendor lock-in. Figure 1 

shows the cloud adoption intention comparison of the higher-performing group versus the lower 

performers. 

Figure 1 shows a very clear delineation between the highest performers, the middle group, and the 

lower performers. 41.3% of higher performers are adopting public cloud, whereas 43.5% of lower 

performers intend to maintain the status quo. The middle group is adopting cloud, but primarily the 

private cloud. We believe it is fair to say that standing pat is tantamount to falling behind. 

We believe that greater willingness to harness public cloud gives these organizations greater 

application deployment agility and faster data velocity. It is often faster to provision cloud resources 

than on-premise resources and with resource capacity flexibility that cannot be matched on-premise. 

In addition, cloud resources can be paid on an as-needed basis, offering cost advantages over 

permanent infrastructure for temporary needs. 

High Performers Low Performers

More use of public cloud More use of on-premise

Engage in more initiatives and use data in more 
ways

Engage in fewer initiatives and use data in fewer 
ways

Greater toolsets and investment planned Smaller toolsets and investment planned

Greater IT skill set and BU alignment Lesser IT skill set and BU alignment

Extensive senior management involvement Initiatives usually ad hoc or IT driven

Can track and manage SLAs Majority cannot track or meet data SLAs

Very reliable and fast recovery from outages and 
disasters

Unreliable and very slow recovery from outages 
and disasters

Focus on data management Focus on infrastructure management
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FIGURE 1 

High Performers Are Moving to Public Cloud 

Q. How are your organization's workload deployment models changing? Our workloads are …  

 

Base = all respondents 

Notes: 

This study is managed by IDC's Quantitative Research Group. 

Data is weighted by IT spending by country. 

Use caution when interpreting small sample sizes. 

Source: IDC's Enterprise Data Management Index Survey, March 2017 

 

Key Differentiator #2: High Performers Use the Cloud for  
More of Everything 

The vast majority of organizations — even lower-performing entities — use the cloud for some elements 

of their IT strategy, but our research shows that the lower performers make use of cloud on a very 

limited basis. In contrast, the highest performers seem to use the cloud for a wide range of tasks. 

Figure 2 lists various cloud use cases, and we asked respondents to tell us which ones they utilized. 

Figure 2 illustrates that higher performers used the cloud for every use case more extensively than the 

lower-performing groups. In fact, higher performers were nearly twice as likely to use cloud in these 

scenarios as the lowest-performing group. 

41.3%

25.3%

16.2%

9.8%

6.9%

0.5%

18.2%

42.5%

16.6%

19.7%

3.0%

8.9%

42.2%

19.2%

23.8%

4.8%

1.1%

12.3%

25.5%

13.6%

43.5%

4.0%

1.0%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Increasingly moving to the public cloud

Increasingly moving to the private cloud

Increasingly moving to the hybrid cloud

Staying about the same

Increasingly moving to on-premise datacenters

Don't know

High (31–42) (n = 282) Low high (24–30) (n = 675) Low middle (18–23) (n = 630) Low  (4–17) (n = 322)
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FIGURE 2 

High Performers Are More Proactive in Cloud Initiatives 

Q. In the past 18 months, which of the following approaches has your organization invested in to 

address these challenges? 

 

Base = all respondents 

Notes: 

This study is managed by IDC's Quantitative Research Group. 

Data is weighted by IT spending by country. 

Multiple responses were allowed. 

Use caution when interpreting small sample sizes. 

Source: IDC's Enterprise Data Management Index Survey, March 2017 

 

Key Differentiator #3: High Performers Have Invested in the Right  
EDM Tools 

Figure 3 perhaps offers the starkest contrast between high-performing organizations and lower 

performers. In Figure 3, we can see that 80.7% of high performers reported investing in the right EDM 

tools, while only 4.7% of lower performers had done so. This is a difference of nearly 20 times and 

perhaps demonstrates that reaching a high level of performance is very difficult without the right 

technology. Technology can be used to supplant people and process, but people and process cannot 

fully compensate for a lack of technology. 

It is also noteworthy that an 80% participation number shows a high correlation of behavior for high 

performers. Moreover, 59.2% of lower performers said they have gaps in their EDM toolsets, indicating 

that they are aware of the problem and solution. 

40.5%

36.9%

34.7%

34.4%

34.3%

32.8%

30.3%

28.8%

26.6%

25.9%

2.9%

28.8%

32.4%

26.6%

30.9%

23.0%

27.3%

24.4%

25.0%

25.8%

24.2%

1.9%

0.4%

29.5%

26.2%

21.2%

20.7%

16.3%

22.1%

21.2%

25.9%

24.4%

19.6%

4.7%

0.3%

21.6%

15.3%

11.4%

20.1%

12.7%

20.0%

21.3%

18.1%

17.1%

11.4%

15.5%

0.9%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Moved to a cloud-based archiving solution

Moved to the use of cloud for recovery as a service

Moved to a managed service for disaster recovery

Copy data management

Replaced backup with snapshots, clones

Replaced our existing backup application

Invested in replication

Moved to a managed service for backup/recovery

Replaced our existing archiving solution

Augmented backup with snapshots, clones

None of the above

Other

High (31–42) (n = 282) Low high (24–30) (n = 675) Low middle (18–23) (n = 630) Low  (4–17) (n = 322)
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FIGURE 3 

Highest Performers Invest in the Right EDM Tools for Their Needs 

Q. How well does your present enterprise data management (EDM) toolset address your 

organization's needs? 

 

Base = all respondents 

Notes: 

This study is managed by IDC's Quantitative Research Group. 

Data is weighted by IT spending by country. 

Use caution when interpreting small sample sizes. 

Source: IDC's Enterprise Data Management Index Survey, March 2017 

 

Key Differentiator #4: High Performers Plan Significant Additional 
Investment in EDM Tools 

Even though our survey found that 80.7% of high performers have the right EDM tools, we also found 

that they do not plan to stand pat in that regard. The proliferation of application deployment platforms 

(e.g., SaaS, cloud native, and hybrid cloud) creates a highly dynamic application environment. IT leaders 

recognize the need to keep pace with new application deployments and therefore new data types and 

repositories. It is not practical to have a different data management structure for each deployment model, 

so IT managers look for tools that can be extended in concert with new applications. 

Figure 4 again shows a high degree of correlation in that 70.9% of high performers plan significant 

investments in EDM tools on top of the tools they already have. In fact, there were no high performers 

that had no EDM tool investment plans. Although nearly 60% of lower performers recognize a tools 

gap (refer back to Figure 3), Figure 4 shows that only 3.1% of them plan significant investments in 

80.7%

1.4%

17.8%

0.0%

33.3%

4.2%

62.6%

12.6%

15.6%

70.0%

1.8%

4.7%

22.2%

59.2%

12.4%

1.6%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

We have the right number of tools in the right places

We have tools to meet our needs, but we have an overlapping

toolset

We have tools to meet most of our needs, but there are gaps

We do not have sufficient tools to meet our needs

Don't know

High (31–42) (n = 282) Low high (24–30) (n = 675) Low middle (18–23) (n = 630) Low  (4–17) (n = 322)
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EDM tools. While budget realities are understandable, IT organizations and business leaders alike 

need to recognize that evolving into a data-driven leader in their industries may not be possible without 

appropriate data management tools. 

FIGURE 4 

High Performers Plan Continued EDM Tool Investments 

Q. What is your organization's planned investment in enterprise data management (EDM) tools 

over the next three years? 

 

Base = all respondents 

Notes: 

This study is managed by IDC's Quantitative Research Group. 

Data is weighted by IT spending by country. 

Use caution when interpreting small sample sizes. 

Source: IDC's Enterprise Data Management Index Survey, March 2017 

 

  

70.9%

26.6%

2.5%

29.2%

60.3%

10.0%

0.3%

0.3%

11.2%

63.0%

20.4%

2.6%

2.7%

3.1%

35.3%

46.3%

9.3%

6.0%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

We plan to invest significantly in EDM tools

We plan to invest moderately in EDM tools

We will invest in EDM tools on an as-needed basis

only

We have no investment plans for EDM tools

Don't know

High (31–42) (n = 282) Low high (24–30) (n = 675) Low middle (18–23) (n = 630) Low  (4–17) (n = 322)
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Key Differentiator #5: High Performers Have Senior  
Management Involvement 

The posit from differentiator #4 — that IT organizations and business leaders need to understand the need 

for EDM investment — is borne out in the fifth key differentiator. We learned from our survey that 89.1% of 

high performers have senior management involved in their EDM tools strategy (see Figure 5). This 

involvement ensures organizational buy-in when investments must be made. In fact, only 1.1% of high 

performers did not have senior management involvement. However, this is no doubt a two-way street: 

Senior management buys into EDM investments but, in turn, holds the IT group accountable for results. 

FIGURE 5 

Senior Management Involvement in EDM Is a Clear Best Practice 

Q. How receptive is your organization to implementing enterprise data management (EDM) tools? 

 

Base = all respondents 

Notes: 

This study is managed by IDC's Quantitative Research Group. 

Data is weighted by IT spending by country. 

Use caution when interpreting small sample sizes. 

Source: IDC's Enterprise Data Management Index Survey, March 2017 

 

Key Differentiator #6: High Performers Are More Likely to Track SLAs 

An old maxim states, "If you can't measure it, then you can't manage it." This certainly applies to many 

disciplines, including data management. Our survey found that the majority of organizations track SLA, 

especially backup success rate. Only 13.6% of organizations did not track their backup success rate, 

89.1%

10.9%

49.6%

49.3%

1.1%

25.5%

69.0%

5.0%

0.5%

11.5%

63.5%

21.9%

3.1%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Very receptive — senior management drives EDM 

requirements

Somewhat receptive — EDM tools are implemented 

if a sufficient business case can be built

Not receptive — EDM requirements are addressed 

through internal IT initiatives and development

Don't know

High (31–42) (n = 282) Low high (24–30) (n = 675) Low middle (18–23) (n = 630) Low  (4–17) (n = 322)
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whereas 28.7% of organizations did not track restore success rates (including "don't know" responses 

for both numbers). Figure 6 shows the percentage of organizations that track a number of SLAs that 

we inquired about. While the number responding positively was over 50% in all cases, there are clearly 

large numbers of organizations that do not track various SLAs. 

A primary benefit of EDM tools is often their ability to track service-level delivery and report on it easily.  

While this reporting holds IT organizations accountable for results, it also gives IT managers the ability to 

demonstrate the success of their organizations in meeting desired results. Showing the success of an EDM 

project will inspire more confidence in senior management when considering additional investments in EDM. 

Best practice benchmarking is a worthwhile exercise, but we believe that absolute values in SLA 

attainment are less important than continuous improvement. EDM tools can be used to show  

period-by-period SLA delivery gains. 

FIGURE 6 

Large Gaps in SLA Tracking 

Q. Which of the following data management SLAs (service-level agreements) does your 

organization track? 

 

n = 1,909 

Base = all respondents 

Notes: 

This study is managed by IDC's Quantitative Research Group. 

Data is weighted by IT spending by country. 

Use caution when interpreting small sample sizes. 

Source: IDC's Enterprise Data Management Index Survey, March 2017 

86.4%

71.3%

67.8%

64.3%

64.8%

61.3%

61.3%

60.8%

59.0%

59.0%

54.1%

12.6%

24.8%

26.5%

29.7%

29.5%

33.3%

32.3%

31.3%

32.9%

32.7%

36.5%

1.0%

3.9%

5.6%

6.0%

5.8%

5.4%

6.3%

7.9%

8.1%

8.2%

9.5%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Backup success rates

Restore job success rates

Cloud migration success rates

Application uptime

Recovery time objectives

Recovery point objectives

Seach result response times

Application failover times

Delivery turnaround for ad hoc requests

Availability of self-service data access

BI/DW report generation time

Track Do not track Don't know
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Key Differentiator #7: High Performers Have Significantly Faster  
Failover Times 

Monitoring restore success at a lower rate than backup success is not an uncommon scenario in 

companies (refer back to Figure 6). Nevertheless, IDC believes that monitoring both backup success 

and restore success is required for best practice operations. Obviously, restore success is critical to 

application recovery. Application downtime can affect all parts of the organization, so the ability to 

recover quickly differentiates high-performing organizations from others. 

As shown in Figure 7, higher-performing organizations recover 2.5–3 times faster than the lowest 

performers. Here, failing to invest in EDM tools to avoid budget issues becomes a false economy. IDC 

research has found that the average cost of downtime across all industries and organizational sizes is 

$100,000 per hour. Using that figure, lower-performing organizations could almost certainly justify 

EDM solutions if these solutions resulted in faster recovery for even a single incident. 

FIGURE 7 

Low Performers Have Severely Poor Failover Times 

Q. For your mission-critical applications, how quickly can your organization fail over or resume 

data-driven applications and data access in the event of ... (in minutes)? 

 

 

Base = all respondents 

Notes:  

This study is managed by IDC's Quantitative Research Group. 

Data is weighted by IT spending by country. 

Use caution when interpreting small sample sizes. 

Source: IDC's Enterprise Data Management Index Survey, March 2017 
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High (31–42) (n = 282) Low high (24–30) (n = 675) Low middle (18–23) (n = 630) Low  (4–17) (n = 322)
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Key Differentiator #8: High Performers Have a Better Ability to  
Monetize Data 

As we stated previously in this document, data-driven organizations have the ability to consciously and 

consistently monetize their data. In our survey, 42.5% of high performers said their ability to monetize 

data had seen "major" improvement over the past three years, compared with just 1.6% of low 

performers. Adding the "major" and "significant" improvement categories together totals 90.2% of all 

high performers (see Figure 8). 

FIGURE 8 

High Performers Have the Ability to Monetize Data 

Q. Over the past three years, how has your organization's ability to monetize organizational data 

improved? 

 

Base = all respondents 

Notes: 

This study is managed by IDC's Quantitative Research Group. 

Data is weighted by IT spending by country. 

Use caution when interpreting small sample sizes. 

Source: IDC's Enterprise Data Management Index Survey, March 2017 
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CONSIDERING VERITAS 

Veritas, based in Mountain View, California, has a long history of providing data protection and 

management tools. According to IDC research, Veritas has been the number 1 data protection and 

recovery software vendor based on revenue for many years. More recently, the company has added 

360 Data Management to its portfolio. 

Veritas 360 Data Management starts with core functionality around data discovery, classification, and 

policy automation. These capabilities ensure that data is consistently managed throughout the 

enterprise, wherever 360 Data Management is deployed. 

Because Veritas has a strong heritage in data protection, its NetBackup product provides the 

foundation for 360 Data Management. Our survey found that 70% of organizations use their backup 

environment as the cornerstone of their enterprise data management. Using NetBackup as a principal 

component of 360 Data Management is designed to yield three key benefits: 

▪ Predictable data resilience to meet data availability and governance requirements while 

avoiding data loss situations 

▪ Global data visibility to ensure that information can be monetized by the business units 

▪ Integrated copy data management to meet data copy SLAs and get the information to decision 

makers on a timely basis 

Figure 9 shows the principal components of Veritas 360 Data Management. 

FIGURE 9 

Veritas 360 Data Management 

 

Source: Veritas, 2018 
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CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES 

Although our research has found a high correlation between enterprise data management and high 

organizational performance, the value of EDM is not widely understood. It is human nature that most IT 

leaders believe their organization is one of the leaders, even though this cannot be statistically true. 

Thus it is imperative that IT managers take an honest, dispassionate view of their capabilities. 

Comparisons with third-party data can be particularly helpful in this assessment. Moreover, it is 

unlikely that an organization is a high performer in all categories or a low performer in all categories. 

Rather, there will be a mix, whereby strengths are extended and weaknesses addressed. 

Our findings about the relatively high incidence of both unrecoverable data loss and governance 

failures should also raise concerns among IT leaders. Any organization that has experienced such an 

event almost categorically could not be considered a high performer and should seriously consider 

EDM as a potential solution. 

Veritas is well known for its data protection solutions, but it is less well known for data management. 

While Veritas was an early mover in the EDM market, it is quickly being joined by a number of 

competitors. The success of Veritas in this market will depend upon its ability to connect with its large 

NetBackup installed base as well as educating companies about the value of EDM. 

EDM in a hybrid cloud context is an emerging market category without a clear leader. Veritas has the 

opportunity to leverage its NetBackup installed base to quickly gain critical mass in this rapidly growing 

segment. However, the diversity of application deployment models means that it is nearly impossible for 

any single company to address every scenario. Nevertheless, IT managers will be looking for solutions 

with the broadest possible applicability, and Veritas has a significant opportunity in that regard. 

CONCLUSION 

Advanced enterprise data management capabilities are a common attribute among organizations that 

are able to effectively monetize information and are a requirement of organizations striving to be data 

driven. Organizations that have adopted the eight characteristics described in this document are able 

to achieve less downtime, recover faster, and consistently meet organizational SLAs. 

Although most organizations have cloud deployments, this research found that high performers are 

three times more likely to be taking advantage of public cloud capabilities. The on-demand nature of 

public cloud gives these organizations advantages in both cost and application deployment agility that 

companies reliant on on-premise capabilities do not have. 

Nevertheless, cloud application deployments present additional challenges and complications for IT 

organizations. Having data geographically dispersed or in third-party applications (i.e., SaaS) makes 

managing data across the enterprise more difficult. We believe that IT managers and business leaders 

alike will begin looking to enterprise data management solutions to deal with this complexity as well as 

increase the competitive position of their company. 
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